














































6. Electric Power Demand Block
Below shows the system equation in each demand sector.
Basically, system equations by sectors were created as the
following functional relations.
1. Industrial (Manufacturing) Sector

Electricity demand = f(GDP of Industry , Price for industry)
2. Commercial, Public service and other Sector

Electricity demand = f(GDP of Commercial, Price for commercial)
3. Residential Sector

Number of customer  = f(electrification ratio)
Electricity demand      = f(electricity consumption/customer,

price of households, number of customer)

Losses: Transmission and distribution losses
Own use in electricity, CHP and Heat plants



Formula Checking, Simulation, Verification and confirmation of 
final results.

6. Examining model

Regression formula:
LN (INEL) = 1.49(2)+0.24(2.34) * LN(INR) 

+ 0.73(6.99) * LN(LAG1.INEL) + 0.07(2.79)*DUM.2010

Where,  R square = 0.956
Durbin Watson Ration = 1.82

INR = Industry GDP
INEL = Electricity demand in industry sector
Dum.2010 = Dummy year 2010
LAG1.INEL = Previous year INEL 

$DL = Double logarithmic function

(1) Industrial Sector

(3) Domestic Sector

Regression formula:
REEL=-6525(-0.38) + 14399(3.36) * GDPR/POP - 12603500(-2.32) *

REELP/CPI + 0.83(11.9) * LAG1.REEL - 13332(-2.07) *
DUM.2016
Where, R square = 0.977
Durbin Watson Ration = 1.89

POP = Population
REEL = Electricity demand in domestic sector
LAG1.REEL = Previous year REEL
REELP = Domestic Tariff
CPI = Consumer Price Index



7. Simulation
Industry Commercial

Domestic Total power Demand

8. Electric Power Demand by Provinces
(1) GDP

Available source
- Statistics Department in Cambodia (Central Bank)
- Ministry of Finance
- International Organization: ADB, WB, IMF, UNSTAT

(2) Population
- National Institute of Statistics
- United Nations Population Division

(3) Energy Data
- National Power Company (EDC)
- Electricity Authority Cambodia (EAC)
- Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)



4. Macro-economic Sub-Model

Calculation 
Process for GDP 
by sector

Population 

External Variable

5. Price Scenario
1) We used inflation and the consumer price index (CPI) as a price 

variable because the time when we creating this model, we are 
failed to collect the time series of electricity prices.

2) We assume the inflation rate will increase annually 3% until 2030.





Material 1
Method and structure of model

1. The Type of Energy Model
2. Method
3. Structure of Model
4. Data Preparations
5. Exercises

Types

Purpose of Use

Evaluation of Measures
Scenario

Technology System and Economy

a. Optimization
MARKAL
Heafele/IES

ETA-MACRO
Global 2100

CETA

O
ur

 C
ha

lle
ng

e

b. Econometric Jorgenson-Wilcoxen
OECD/GREEN

NEMS (US/DOE)
FUGI

c. Simulation

(1) Bottom-Up MEDEE (IEEJ)
ECMP (IEEJ)

(2) Market 
Equilibrium

Edmonds-Reflly
IEA Model

(3) System Dynamic Roman Club/World III
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1.The Type of Energy Model



1.1 Example-1; 
Regional Power Demand Model (Japan)

Economic StructureEconomic Structure
Regression AnalysisRegression Analysis

Electrification
1 Household electrification ratio

= f (GRDP/capita, Trend)
2. No. of Residential customer

= f (Electrification ratio)

Total Power Demand (GWh)Total Power Demand (GWh)

Total Power Supply 
Required (GWh)

Total Power Supply 
Required (GWh) Gross Losses

GRDP (given)
(Total growth rate)

CPI (Inflation)

GRDP by Sector
(Eight components)

from Agriculture to
Social/public sector

GRDP Adjusted to 
Electricity Consumer
1. Total
2. Manufacturing
3. Commercial
4. Social/public

Power Demand by Sector
1. Residential sector

= f (GRDP/customer, Price, No. of customer)
2. Manufacturing industry

= f (GRDPmanufacure, Price)
3. Commercial (Business) sector

= f (GRDPcommeicial, Price)
4. Social (Public) sector

= f (GRDPsocial, Price)

Population (Trend)

Peak Load
(MW)

Peak Load
(MW)

Load Factor

Economic StructureEconomic Structure
Regression AnalysisRegression Analysis

Electrification
1 Household electrification ratio

= f (GRDP/capita, Trend)
2. No. of Residential customer

= f (Electrification ratio)

Total Power Demand (GWh)Total Power Demand (GWh)

Total Power Supply 
Required (GWh)

Total Power Supply 
Required (GWh) Gross Losses

GRDP (given)
(Total growth rate)

CPI (Inflation)

GRDP by Sector
(Eight components)

from Agriculture to
Social/public sector

GRDP Adjusted to 
Electricity Consumer
1. Total
2. Manufacturing
3. Commercial
4. Social/public

Power Demand by Sector
1. Residential sector

= f (GRDP/customer, Price, No. of customer)
2. Manufacturing industry

= f (GRDPmanufacure, Price)
3. Commercial (Business) sector

= f (GRDPcommeicial, Price)
4. Social (Public) sector

= f (GRDPsocial, Price)

Population (Trend)

Peak Load
(MW)

Peak Load
(MW)

Load Factor
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1.2 Example-2.1; US EIA 
US National Energy Modeling System (NEMS)

Source; US EIA NEMS Overview 2018, https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/nems/documentation/

NEMS 
1. Represents the behavior of 

energy markets and their 
interactions with the U.S. 
economy. 

2. Reflects market economics, 
industry structure, and 
existing energy policies 
and regulations that 
influence market behavior.

3. Consists of 13 modules: 
integrating module 
provides the mechanism to 
achieve a general market 
equilibrium among all the 
other modules.

6

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/nems/documentation/


1.2 Example-2-2; US EIA
NEMS-Macroeconomic Activity Module

Source; US EIA NEMS Overview 2018, https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/nems/documentation/

MAM Structure 
1. MAM links NEMS to the rest 

of the economy by providing 
projections of economic 
driver variables for use by the 
supply, demand, and 
conversion modules of NEMS. 

2. NEMS employs the IHS 
Markit Ltd. model of the U.S. 
economy in the EViews 
environment.

3. All of the MAM models are 
linked to provide a fully 
integrated approach to 
estimating economic activity 
at the national, industrial and 
regional levels. 7

1.3 Example-3; IEEJ Model
for the Philippine Energy Plan (PEP)

Demand Forecasting

Supply Optimization 

Energy Price Block

Database
Economic 

Block
Energy  

Demand Block

EP Block
(PDPAT)

Optimization Block
(GAMS)

Assumptions
+

Variation for
Scenarios &
Case Studies

Summary Sheet
Compilation

Energy Demand 

Analysis & Hypothesis

Demand Forecasting Module

Supply Optimization Module Sector Study

Other Blocks
Coal

Oil & Gas
Renewables

IEEJ Model for PEP 
1. Model comprises 

demand module 
developed on 
Simple-E and supply 
module applying 
GAMS. 

2. Energy demand is 
forecast first by the 
demand module.

3. Against the projected 
demand outlook, 
energy supply is 
optimized by the 
supply module.

Source; IEEJ/TEPCO “JICA Study on Philippine Energy Plan Formulation”, 2008 8

https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/aeo/nems/documentation/


1.4 Example-4; IEEJ Model
Data Flow

National Energy Database

Models for Energy Master Plan
1. Demand Forecasting Module
2. Supply Optimization Module

National Energy Master Plan

Analysis on
Energy Systems

Other Inputs
1. Assumptions on external variables
2. Inputs on Optional Scenarios

Data Preparation
1. Existing Data
2. Supplemental Collection

Plans and Policies
1. National Energy Strategy
2. Sectoral Development Plan
3. Other Plans & Policies

9

Energy Demand/Supply Balance

1.4 Example-4; IEEJ Model
Structure of Supply Optimization Module

Energy Master Plan

Database

Social Objective/ 
Policy/Institution

(Economy, Energy, Environment)

Gasoline
Kerosene
Gas Oil

Power

Crude
Oil

Coal, Gas, NRE

Foreign
Market 

Coal, Gas, Power, Residue, NRE 

Oil, Coal, Gas
Demand

Export/Import

Export/Import

Stock
Piling

Dem
and Sectors   

Pow
er 

P
lant

Domestic
Market 

Including optimization of regional transportation

R
efinery  

Residue

Exogenous
Variables,

Preconditions

Demand
Forecasting

Model
Production

Coal, Oil, Gas, NRE  
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2. Method
2.1 Procedure

 80% of the time is spent on 
data collection.

Clarification of Purpose

Model Scope and Structure

Data Availability
Data Preparation and 

Modification

Regression Analysis

Formula Checking

Determine the overall Structure

Simulation

Model Checking

Projection

External Variable 
Setting

No

Yes

Yes

No

2.2 Model scope Setting

Preparation for model development;
1. Purpose of model building
2. Data availability
3. How far we need the explanation from the model?
4. It is necessary to clarify what should handled in the model 

and what should given outside the model. (External or 
internal)

5. Analysis tool (Software)
6. Methodology (Econometric? Simulation?)



2.3 Size of Model

(1)Extending the model will increases the amount of information, 
but does not increase predictability.

(2)An appropriate model size is desirable. A compact one is good.

Model Size Model Size

Predictive 
abilityInformation 

content
Reliability of 
information

2.4 Approach – Econometric model analysis
(simulation) 

Y

X

Actual Data

a
b Regression formula

Y = a + bX + c

c

 Ordinary Least Squares 
(OLS) – Linear least 
squares method for 
estimating the unknown 
parameters (a, b) in a 
linear regression model 
by minimizing the sum 
of the squares of c.



3. Structure of Model

4. Data Preparations
(1) GDP

Available source
- Statistics Department in Cambodia (Central Bank)
- Ministry of Finance
- International Organization: ADB, WB, IMF, UNSTAT

(2) Population
- National Institute of Statistics
- United Nations Population Division

(3) Energy Data
- National Power Company (EDC)
- Electricity Authority Cambodia (EAC)
- Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME)



5. Exercises
Macro-economics: Real GDP Growth Rate

Real GDP and Real GDP Growth Rate of Japan
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RGDPRGDPrateRGDPgrowth

)1(1 ttt rateRGDPgrowthRGDPRGDP     

 Definition of GDP growth rate

 How to calculate the RGDP of the next year given the 

RGDP of this year and the expected GDP (real) growth rate:

Macro-economics: Nominal GDP and Real GDP

   )( tt qpNGDP

NGDP

tp

tq

Nominal GDP
Prices of current year

Quantities of current year tq

Real GDP
Prices of base year

Quantities of current year

   )( tb qpRGDP

RGDP

bp

If a set of real GDPs from various years are calculated, each using the quantities from 
its own year, but all using the prices from the same base year, the differences in those real 
GDPs will reflect only differences in volume. 

Nominal gross domestic product is defined as the market value of all final goods and 
services produced in a geographical region, usually a country. That market value 
depends on two things: the actual quantities of goods and services produced and their 
respective prices.

When it is adjusted for price changes (inflation or deflation), the nominal GDP will be 
transformed into Real GDP. Real GDP is a nation's total output of goods and services, 
adjusted for price changes (that is in constant prices).
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1. Structure of electricity demand
1.1 Electricity demand by sector

4

1.2 Electricity demand by sector Growth Rate
Industry Residential Commercial Loss Own Total

2001 21.6 10.0 18.1 12.0 13.3 13.9
2002 35.0 16.1 17.8 51.8 14.7 22.2
2003 25.9 13.9 15.1 34.1 12.8 18.2
2004 38.5 11.3 17.7 -8.8 9.1 13.0
2005 35.7 12.5 28.6 2.9 16.7 19.6
2006 50.2 6.3 29.7 32.7 25.0 24.2
2007 56.8 17.9 22.1 52.1 57.1 31.3
2008 15.1 25.6 26.6 -24.1 -45.5 14.7
2009 -0.3 18.5 11.9 8.5 -13.3 10.7
2010 26.1 27.4 14.3 60.7 11.5 24.9
2011 28.6 -1.7 21.6 3.5 6.9 12.9
2012 42.9 26.4 18.1 -11.5 35.5 23.1
2013 -8.9 9.9 20.2 90.5 23.8 15.0
2014 28.6 11.5 14.3 43.7 73.1 20.7
2015 7.8 15.4 43.8 13.0 43.3 24.1
2016 33.1 24.3 4.9 15.6 44.2 17.2
2017 2.3 14.7 14.9 14.7 12.8 12.1
2018 18.0 22.7 22.0 17.5 15.3 20.7

Average 25.8 16.4 21.1 20.9 17.8 19.9

Electricity demand (2000-2018)
Average Growth: 19.9%

Growth very fast
All Sector

Points;
When the peak coming?
Analyses each of the sector find 
the key driver
How to take care the Loss
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2. Current Condition
2.1 Electricity consumption/population (kWh per capita)

Compare to neighboring 
country

- kWh per capita
- GDP per capita
- Electricity demand growth

Exploring future 
development potential
Conform the growth Pattern 
for Cambodia

3. Provinces
Phnom Penh: 57%
Siem Reap: 7%
Preah Sihanouk: 7%
Total three: 71%

Next Step:
Focus on above three 
provinces to construct a 
demand modeling for 
provinces.

Banteay  Meanchey4%

Battambang4%

Kampong Cham3%
Kampong Chhnang1%

Kampong Speu2%

Kampong Thom1%
Kampot 2%

Kohkong1%Kratie 1%Mondulkiri 0%

Phnom Penh / Kandal
57%

Preah Vihear
0%

Prey Veng
2%

Pursat1%
Ratanakkiri 1%

Siem Reap
7%

Preah Sihanouk
7%

Stung Treng0%

Svay Rieng (Bavet)3%

Takeo2%

Oddar Meanchey0%

Kep0%

Pailin0%

Tbong Khmum1%

2018





4Material 3 Model Evaluation
3.1 Function Forms

Typical functional forms written in the model sheet 

3.2 Fitness of Equation by Regression Analysis

4

1) R R-Square, 0 Explained variance / Total variance 1, (The larger the better)
2) AR Adjusted R-Square, AR 1, (The larger the better)
3) SD Standard Deviation: SD = ( e2 /(n-k))1/2 ,

e = Residual, n = Sample size,
k = Number of independent variables

4) DW Durbin Watson Statistics, 1 < DW < 3
DW = 2 : No serial correlation
DW 0 : Positive correlation
DW 4 : Negative correlation

5) Dh Durbin h Statistics with lag, Dh 2
6) t-value t 2 : Significant

2 t 1 : Admissible to use
t 1 : Insignificant

7) Rho Coefficient of serial correlation, Rho 1
8) DF Degree of Freedom, DF > 1 (The lager the better)
9) F F-value, F-Statistic: F > 0 (The larger the better)
10) RSS Residual Sum of Square, RSS > 0, (The smaller the better)
11) YX Correlation Coefficient between Y and Xs, YX 1
12) XX Correlation Coefficient between Xs, XX 0.95



3.3 Modeling by Sector
(1) Industrial

Electricity demand of industry sector (INEL)
=Industry GDP (GDPIN) + (Electricity tariff (INELP)/Index Price(CPI))

Example; 

Ln (INEL)= -16.67 (-4.48) +1.49 (7.22)*Ln (GDPIN) -0.76 (-2.75)*Ln (INELP/CPI) 
Where, R square = 0.93

Durbin Watson ratio = 1.17

5

(2) Residential

Calculation for Number of customer
CUST (Number of customer) 
= (Population/Number of Family)* Electrification ratio

Electricity demand of Residential (REEL)
= GDP/Number of customer (CUST) + (Electricity tariff (REELP)/Index 
Price(CPI) + Number of customer(CUST)
Example;
Ln (REEL)= -6.36 (-6.92) +0.47 (6.79)*Ln (GDP/CUST) -0.28 (-7.23)*Ln (REELP/CPI) 
+0.49 (6.95)*Ln (CUST) +0.69 (12.8)*Ln (lag1.REEL)
Where, R square = 0.99

Durbin Watson ratio = 2.39
6



(3) Commercial

Electricity demand of Commercial (CMEL)
= Commercial GDP (GDPCM) + (Electricity tariff (CMELP)/Index price (CPI))

Ln (CMEL)= -25.72 (-8.08) +1.91 (11.2)*Ln (GDPCM) -0.699 (-5.35)*Ln 
(CMELP/CPI)
Where, R square = 0.98

Durbin Watson ratio = 1.36

7

(4) Public

Electricity demand of Public (PUEL)
= Public GDP (GDPPU) + (Electricity tariff (PUELP)/Index Price (CPI))

Example;
Ln (PUEL)= -2.78 (-2.81) +0.28 (3.67)*Ln (GDPPU) -0.80 (-3.24)*Ln (PUELP/CPI) 
Where, R square = 0.99

Durbin Watson ratio = 2.24

8
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Material 4 Projection
4.1 Scenario Setting for Model Analysis

1. Scenarios may be set corresponding to the future socio-economic outlook, social targets 
and policy options, which are considered difficult or inappropriate for forecasting by 
the model. 

2. In general energy/environment analysis, scenarios are set on future development of 
socio-economic elements; such as population growth rate, economic growth rate, crude 
oil prices, currency exchange rate, monetary/fiscal policies, industrial structure change, 
energy structure target (energy conversion, energy import/export), energy tariff options, 
energy efficiency target, GHG emissions target, new/renewable energy introduction 
policy, environmental policies, etc. 

3. A scenario for model analysis comprises a set of assumptions and projections 
numerically expressed on these elements. 

(1) Scenario Setting by Data Sheet;
Projection of Variables

1. Scenarios should be prepared in numerical values and given to the model as a set of 
projected external variables  

2. For case studies, different scenarios may be examined changing the projection for 
variables and running the model for each such set.

10



(2) Scenario Setting by Model Sheet;
Defining Equations

Scenarios are also set by defining the relationship of variables 
shown by equations and values of parameters.

11
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Notes 
  This manual is based on data that can be collected at the current condition.  As more data 
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This structure can be easily modified and rewritten to fit Cambodia's reality. 
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I. Explanation of Models 
 
1. General 
1.1 Concept of electric power demand forecasting model for Cambodia 
(1) Type of model and approach 
This is an econometric model base on regression analysis method and applying various 

assumption.  The macro indicator assumption like economic growth, population growth, price 
index and inflation are used as preconditions to reflect the macroeconomic policy of the 
Cambodian government. 
 

(2) Schematic Diagram 
The Electric power demand forecasting model consists of a macro-economic block, electric 

power demand block, and province electric power demand block as shown in Figure I-1.  The 
model computes electric power demand by sector of the electric power demand block, using 
economic indices obtained from the macro-economic model block.  The total electric power 
demand will divide by provinces by the historical ratio change in the province electric power 
demand block. 
 

Figure I-1 Schematic Diagram of Electric Power Demand Forecasting Model 

 
 

Province Electric Power Demand Block

Total Electric Power Demand 
(GWh)

Final Electric Power Demand
(GWh)

Peak Load (MW)

Loss And Uwn Use

Electric Power Demand Block

Final Electric Power Demand by Sector
1. Industry = f (GDP of Industry, Tariff)
2. Commercial = f (GDP of Service, Tariff)
5. Residential = f (GDP/capita, Tariff, No. of Custemer)

Others Indicators
1. Inflation
2. CPI = f (Trend)
3. Electricity tariff

Population Factors
UN Projection (Middle Case) Government Factors External Variable

Peak Load by Province (MW)

Share Function (25 Provinces)
Electric Power Demand by Provinces (GWh)
= Total Electiric Power Demand  *  Share by Regional

Load Factor

Macro-economic Block
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1.2 Code Name 
Naming of code (abbreviations) is left to modeler’s discretion.  Generally, the first two 

characters will be using to create a code name.  As a reference, an example is shown in Figure 
I-2.  In this case, sector classification is the first two characters and energy classification are 
the second two characters, however, such kind of rule is basically free.  The code must be 
easily recognizable and simple. 
 

Figure I-2 An Example of Code Name 
Items Code Name 

Population POP 
Gross domestic product GDP 
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing AG 
Industry IN 
Services SE 
Consumer prices Index CPI 
Electricity EL 
Price P 
Electricity consumption by sector  
Industry INEL 
Commercial COEL 
Residential REEL 

 
 

2. Calculation Process of Electricity Demand Forecasting Model 
2.1 Macro-economic Block 
In this case, macro indicators consist of three items, that is, (1) population, (2) GDP by sector 

and (3) consumer price index.  In the electricity demand forecasting, former items described 
above are treated as external valuables in order to simulate the impact of price and GDP growth. 
 
Notes:  
Future extensions to the model will include sectoral additional data on electricity tariffs, 
number of customers, and electrification rates to improve the accuracy of the model. The 
current model will construct by framework with a limited data at the current condition. 
 
(1) Macro Indicators (Assumptions) 

Figure I-3 shows the system equations for macro-indicators (POP, GDPR, CPI and Inflation).  
Share of classified sectors (GDP.TLS) and each share of GDPR (GDP.AGS, GDP.INS, 
GDP.SES, and GDP.OTS) is not regression analysis.  These equations are taken into 
consideration an economic structure change based on the historical trend.  In case that we 
don’t consider the structure change, we can fix the share or we can calculate the moving average.  
If we want to introduce structure change scenario, we can put our scenario into “Data” sheet 
directly. 
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In this case, the population and GDPR data are set in the “Data” sheet from 2000 until 2020.  
After 2020 until 2030, population growth rate is given as 1.4% and GDPR is given as 6.0% in 
the “Model” sheet. 
 

Figure I-3 Macro-indicators (“Model” Sheet)  

 

Notes:  
lag1: Previous year data 
LN: Logarithm 
 

(2) Price Scenario (Assumptions) 
Figure I-4 shows the price scenario in the “Model” sheet.  Prices are up with inflation (real 

value constant) if the cells in “Data” sheet” are blank.  In this case, inflation is given as 3% in 
the “Model” sheet.  CPI will alternative the electricity tariff as a price scenario in this model.  
For future revision, please input the electricity tariff in the “Data” sheet and setting the price 
scenario by the sectoral electricity tariff (turn the red color to black).  
Notes:  
In “Model” sheet, if we turn the character to red color, simple-e will stop to make the 
calculation in that part. 
 

Figure I-4 Price Scenario (“Model” Sheet) 

 
 

Macro Block
Total population POP = lag1.POP*(1+1.4/100)

GDP by share (Constant 2000)
Agriculture, forestry, and fishing% GDP.AGS $CA LN(TREND)
Industry % GDP.INS $CA LN(TREND)
Services, etc. % GDP.SES $CA LN(TREND)
Others % GDP.OTS $CA LN(TREND)
Total % GDP.TLS = GDP.AGS+GDP.INS+GDP.SES+GDP.OTS

GDP (Constant 2000)
GDP growth rate %
Agriculture, forestry, and fishingKR Billion AGR = GDPR*(GDP.AGS/GDP.TLS)
Industry KR Billion INR = GDPR*(GDP.INS/GDP.TLS)
Services, etc. KR Billion SER = GDPR*(GDP.SES/GDP.TLS)
Others KR Billion OTR = GDPR*(GDP.OTS/GDP.TLS)
Real GDP KR Billion GDPR = lag1.GDPR*(1+6/100)

Price Block
Inflation INFL = 3
Consumer Price Index CPI = lag1.CPI*(1+INFL/100)

Electricity Distribution - Weighted Average
Domestic Tariff (residential) Ush/kWh ELP.RE = lag1.ELP.RE*(1+INFL/100)
Commercial Tariffs Ush/kWh ELP.COM = lag1.ELP.COM*(1+INFL/100)
Large Industrial Tariff Ush/kWh ELP.IN = lag1.ELP.IN*(1+INFL/100)
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2.2 Electric Power Demand Block 
Electric power demand block comprising of each sector creates the system equations by 

sector and calculates sectoral demand and the total.  The demand function is estimated by 
regression analysis in each sectoral demand for industry (INEL), residential (REEL), 
commercial (CMEL, included the government/public sectors).  The total demand (TLEL) is 
obtained by adding the sectoral demand after included the own use (OWN, consumption in 
power plat) and losses (LOSS, transmission and distribution). 
 
(1) System Equations in Power Sector Block (“Model” sheet) 
Figure I-5 shows the system equations in each demand sector.  Basically, system equations by 
sector were created as the following functional relations. 
 
1) Industry sector 

Electricity demand = f (GDP of industry, Price for industry) 
2) Residential sector 

Number of customers = f (Electrification ratio) 
Electricity demand = f (Electricity consumption/Customer, Price for households, 

Number of customers, Previous year’s demand) 
3) Commercial sector 

Electricity demand = f (GDP of commercial, Price for commercial sector) 
 

In this training, we will simplify the functions as figure I-5 because of the data on electricity 
rates, number of customers, and electrification rates were not collected.  Please try to revise 
the model by above equations when your success to collect those data. 

Own use and losses are set as assumption.  Own use is given as 2.5% of final consumption 
by sector and losses is given as 6.0% annual growth.  Total electricity demand will include the 
INEL, REEL, CMEL, OWN, and LOSS. 
 

Figure I-5 System Equation in Electric Power Demand Block (“Model” Sheet) 

 

 
 

Electric power Block
Final comsumption by sector FCEL = INEL+REEL+CMEL

Industry INEL $CA,$DL INR lag1.INEL
Residential REEL $CA,$DL POP Lag1.REEL CPI
Commercial CMEL $DL SER CPI lag1.CMEL

Own use in electricity, CHP and heat plants OWN = FCEL*0.025
Losses LOSS = lag1.LOSS*(1+6/100)
Export EXEL = 0

Total Electricity Demand TLEL = INEL+REEL+CMEL+OWN+LOSS+EXEL
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As an example, equations obtained by the regression analysis are as follows. 
1) Industry sector 

LN (INEL)= -3.5977 (-2.66) + 0.6038 (2.96) * LN (INR) + 0.7153 (8.06) * LN (LAG1.INEL) 
Where, R square = 0.994 

Durbin Watson ratio = 2.16 
 
2) Residential sector 

LN (REEL)= -47.068 (-2.16) + 5.3191 (2.16) * LN(POP) + 0.4344 (1.61) *LN(LAG1.REEL) 
-.007085(-0.394) *LN(CPI) 

Where, R square = 0.995 
  Durbin Watson ratio = 2.09 
 
3) Commercial sector 

LN (CMEL)= -10.548 (-4.88) + 1.5977 (4.98) * LN(SER) - 0.0479 (-3.15) * LN(CPI) 
+0.3657 (2.89) * LN(LAG1.CMEL) 

Where, R square = 0.998 
  Durbin Watson ratio = 2.73 
 
Notes: 
LAG1: Previous Year’s Values 
Values in ( ): t-value 
 
(2) Peak Load (MW) 

Peak load can be calculated by the following equation.  The load factor is set as an 
assumption or scenario. 
 
Peak Load = Total Electricity Demand / ((Load Factor/100) * 365 Day * 24 Hour) 
 
 

2.3 Province Electric Power Demand Block 
In this section, the electricity demand in province is distributed into 24 areas.  Phnom Penh 

and Kandal province will combine together as one area because of the grid system. 
 
(1) Share of Electric Power Demand by Regional 

Finally, the electric power demand is distributed to each area by province using its historical 
trend (logarithmic trend).  Figure I-6 shows the share estimation of each province and area.  
These equations are not due to regression analysis.  We can change these definitions if we 
have a scenario and policy. 
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Figure I-6 Share of Electric Power Demand by Provinces (“Model” Sheet) 

 

 
(2) Electric Power Demand by Regional 

Electric power demand by province and area are calculated by share. 
 

Figure I-7 Electric Power Demand by Provinces (“Model” Sheet) 

 
 

Regional by Share (%)
Banteay  Meanchey BTCS $CA ln(TREND)
Battambang BTBS $CA ln(TREND)
Kampong Cham KGCS $CA ln(TREND)
Kampong Chhnang KGHS $CA ln(TREND)
Kampong Speu KPSS $CA ln(TREND)
Kampong Thom KTMS $CA ln(TREND)
Kampot KPTS $CA ln(TREND)
Kohkong KKGS $CA ln(TREND)
Kratie KRTS $CA ln(TREND)
Mondulkiri MDKS $CA ln(TREND)
Phnom Penh / Kandal PHNS $CA ln(TREND)
Preah Vihear PRIS $CA ln(TREND)
Prey Veng PRVS $CA ln(TREND)
Pursat PSTS $CA ln(TREND)
Ratanakkiri RTKS $CA ln(TREND)
Siem Reap SRPS $CA ln(TREND)
Preah Sihanouk SHVS $CA ln(TREND)
Stung Treng STRS $CA ln(TREND)
Svay Rieng (Bavet) SVRS $CA ln(TREND)
Takeo TKOS $CA ln(TREND)
Oddar Meanchey ODMS $CA ln(TREND)
Kep KEPS $CA ln(TREND)
Pailin PALS $CA ln(TREND)
Tbong Khmum TGKS = TLS-(BTCS+BTBS+KGCS+KGHS+KPSS+KTMS+KPTS+KKGS+KRTS+MDKS+PHNS+PRIS+PRVS+PSTS+RTKS+SRPS+SHVS+STRS+SVRS+TKOS+ODMS+KEPS+PALS)
Total % TLS = 100

Electricty Demand by Provinces
Banteay  Meanchey BTC = TLEL*BTCS/100
Battambang BTB = TLEL*BTBS/100
Kampong Cham KGC = TLEL*KGCS/100
Kampong Chhnang KGH = TLEL*KGHS/100
Kampong Speu KPS = TLEL*KPSS/100
Kampong Thom KTM = TLEL*KTMS/100
Kampot KPT = TLEL*KPTS/100
Kohkong KKG = TLEL*KKGS/100
Kratie KRT = TLEL*KRTS/100
Mondulkiri MDK = TLEL*MDKS/100
Phnom Penh / Kandal PHN = TLEL*PHNS/100
Preah Vihear PRI = TLEL*PRIS/100
Prey Veng PRV = TLEL*PRVS/100
Pursat PST = TLEL*PSTS/100
Ratanakkiri RTK = TLEL*RTKS/100
Siem Reap SRP = TLEL*SRPS/100
Preah Sihanouk SHV = TLEL*SHVS/100
Stung Treng STR = TLEL*STRS/100
Svay Rieng (Bavet) SVR = TLEL*SVRS/100
Takeo TKO = TLEL*TKOS/100
Oddar Meanchey ODM = TLEL*ODMS/100
Kep KEP = TLEL*KEPS/100
Pailin PAL = TLEL*PALS/100
Tbong Khmum TGK = TLEL*TGKS/100
Total TL = BTC+BTB+KGC+KGH+KPS+KTM+KPT+KKG+KRT+MDK+PHN+PRI+PRV+PST+RTK+SRP+SHV+STR+SVR+TKO+ODM+KEP+PAL+TGK
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II. Fundamentals for Model Building 
 
1. General 
1.1 Role of Energy Models 
Energy models have various objectives such as energy development plan, energy 

conservation plan, and environmental protection.  The results of models can establish 
scientific basis for comprehensive energy planning and enhance the technical capabilities of 
national energy use.  Models linked to “Energy Balance Table” are also to help preparing 
available reporting system for policy making in energy sector. 

A comprehensive energy database (time series Energy Balance Table) can contribute to foster 
the common understanding between various energy planning and implementing agencies, and 
plays an important role for the decision of energy policy.  Forecasting energy demand is 
requisite for stable energy supply and for determining energy supply structure in order to 
achieve the best mix of energy.  Figure II-1 shows the examples of energy model (sub-model) 
and the objectives. 
 

Figure II-1 Examples of Energy Model (sub-model) 
Model Objective Contribute to 

Energy price model Demand fluctuation Price (or tax) policy 
Electricity demand forecast Long-term demand Power development plan 
Macro-economic model Economic growth rate Economic scenario 
Energy conservation Energy saving potential Energy saving policy 
Oil products price Demand fluctuation Price (or tax) policy 
Energy export model National benefit maximum Export structure 

 
 

1.2 General Approaches for Model Building 
The model is required to be easy in operation and to be transparent and flexible in 

understanding the methodology and the logic employed.  The model also should be built on a 
flexible system so that the user can revise the data and the model based on annual or quarterly 
additional data and changes of specific requirements from Government energy policy. 

Speaking of energy demand forecasting methods in general, there are two different 
approaches.  One is a process-engineering method (a kind of bottom-up system), while the 
other is an econometric method.  Naturally each has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

Regarding data collection as an example, the former involves a wide variety of data, but few 
time-series data.  In contrast, the latter requires few data of this kind but time-series data in 
the long run (ten years or longer).  

The results of the engineering approach are easily understood, since it will provide huge data 
and explanation.  In case of an econometric method, however, the background of forecast 
results can hardly be explained in detail because macro-economic/social indicators are 
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incorporated as exogenous variables.  With recognition of these merits and demerits, we are 
usually applying the econometric approach and combination of both concepts using energy 
intensities and efficiencies excluding intentional judgment for setting the parameters. 

The characteristics of both approaches are completely different from viewpoints of several 
categories, such as, data collection, handling, scientific points, and results.  Typical functional 
formula of both approaches can express as described below. 
 
(1) Process Engineering Approach by Stock Type Demand Function 
 

Demand = SUM (Ei) = Si · Qi · Ri, i =1, n 
Ei = energy consumption of i – equipment 

  Si = energy consuming equipment stock 
  Qi = equipment efficiency 
  Ri = equipment operating rate 
 

Taking electricity consumption in residential sector as an example, S represents the number 
of equipment such as refrigerator, air conditioner, lighting fixture, television, electric cooker, 
vacuum cleaner, electric carpet and so on.  Q represents the efficiency of equipment and R 
represents using time of equipment.  S (equipment stock), Q (efficiency) and R (availability) 
each has its own function that is determined from the following functional formula, for instant; 

 
  St = St-1 + It - St-1·γ 

It = f (Pit, Pet, Yt, St-1) 
  Qt = f (Pet, Qt-1, Tt) 
  Rt = f (Pet, Rt-1) 
 

Where, St-1 is the number of stocks in previous year or previous period.  It is the newly 
purchased number and St-1·γis the disposed number.  Pit; price of equipment, Pet; price of 
energy, Yt; income, Tt; time trend  
 
(2) Economic Approach by Regression Analysis 
 

Figure II-2 below shows the typical functional forms written in “Simple-E model sheet” as 
an example.  In the Figure, Y (demand) is defined as internal (dependent) valuable, and X or 
Xi is external (independent) valuable (GNP and price etc.).  Figure II-3 also shows typical 
demand function as an example. 
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Figure II-2 Typical functional forms written in “Simple-E model sheet 

 
 
 

Figure II-3 Example of typical flow type demand function 
 

      LOG (D) = a + b·LOG (Y) - c·LOG (P) + d·LOG (D (-1)) + e·Time 
             Y = Income Index 
             P = Price Index 
         D (-1) = Demand for previous year 
 
       b = Income elasticity (short period) 
             c = Price elasticity (short period) 
     1-d =Time adjustment term 
       e = Technical improvement term 
  b/(1-d) = Long term Income elasticity 
  c/(1-d) = Long term Price elasticity 
 

 
 

2. Determination of Demand Function 
2.1 General Functional Forms 

1) Linear function  y = ax + b 
2) Quadric function  y = a(x-p)2 + q 
3) Fractional function  y = 1/x 
4) Irrational function  y =  x 
5) Power function  y = xa 
6) Exponential function  y = ax 
7) Logarithmic function  y = loga x (a=e, natural logarithm) 
 
 
 

Internal Option
Y Type X1 X2 X3 X4

Typical Functional Form 
Y = a + b*X DEMAND GNP.R
Y = a + b*X + c*Y(-1) DEMAND GNP.R lag1.DEMAND
LN(Y) = a + b*LN(X) DEMAND $DL GNP.R
LN(Y) = a + b*X DEMAND $SL GNP.R
Y = a + b*LN(X) DEMAND LN(GNP.R)
LN(Y) = a + b*LN(X) + c*LN(Y(-1)) DEMAND $DL GNP.R lag1.DEMAND
LN(Y) = a + b*LN(X1) + c*LN(Y(-1)) + d*X2 DEMAND $DL GNP.R lag1.DEMAND exp(TREND)

Y = a + b*X1 + c*X2 DEMAND GNP.R PRICE
Y = a + b*X1 + c*X2 + d*Y(-1) DEMAND GNP.R PRICE lag1.DEMAND
LN(Y) = a + b*LN(X1) + c*LN(X2) DEMAND $DL GNP.R PRICE
LN(Y) = a + b*X1 + c*X2 DEMAND $SL GNP.R PRICE
Y = a + b*LN(X1) + c*LN(X2) DEMAND LN(GNP.R) LN(PRICE)
Y = a + b*LN(X1) + c*X2 DEMAND LN(GNP.R) PRICE
LN(Y) = a + b*LN(X1) + c*LN(X2) + d*LN(Y(-1)) DEMAND $DL GNP.R PRICE lag1.DEMAND
LN(Y) = a + b*LN(X1) + c*LN(X2) + d*LN(Y(-1)) + e*X3 DEMAND $DL GNP.R PRICE lag1.DEMAND exp(TREND)
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       y        y 
 
       y = ax + b       y = a(x-p)2 + q 
 
 

      x         x 
 
 

     y     y 
 

    y = 1/x    y =  x 
     x      x 

 
 
 
 
 
Power function y = xa 
     (1) a > 1   (2) 1 > a > 0   (3) a < 1 

      y    y     y 
 

 
 
 
 

   x        x        x 
 
Exponential function y = ax (a > 0)  Logarithmic function y = loga x 
 

    y     y 

    0 < a < 1  a > 1 
 

           a > 1 
 

           x 
      x 

         0 < a < 1 
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2.2 Linearization 
Non-linear Transformation Linear Constraints 
1) y = axb Y = log y, X = log x Y = a’ + bX x > 0, y > 0, a > 0 
2) y = ea+bx Y = log y Y = a + bx y > 0 
3) y = ea+bx /(1 + ea+bx ) Y = log (y / (1 - y)) Y = a + bx 0 < y < 1 

 
      Y  Non-linear       Y  Linear 

 
 
 
 
     X       lnX 
  Linear-log functional form  Graph of Y against lnX 
 
2.3 Summary of functional forms 

Model Form Slope Elasticity Ave. 
Linear Y=a+b*X b b*(X/Y) Y/X 
Double-log LnY=a+b*LnX b*(Y/X) b Y/X 
Linear-log Y=a+b*LnX b*(1/X) b*(1/Y) Y/X 
Log-linear LnY=a+b*X b*Y b*X Y/X 
Reciprocal Y=a+b*(1/X) -b*(1/X2) -b*(1/XY) Y/X 
Logarithmic reciprocal LnY=a+b*(1/X) -b*(1/X2)*Y -b*(1/X) Y/X 
Quadratic Y=a+b*X+c*X2 b+2*c*X (b+2*c*X)*(X/Y) Y/X 
Polynomial Y=a+b1X+b2X2+b3X3

+..…+bkXk 
b1+2*b2*X+
…..k*bkXk-1 

(b1+2*b2*X+…….
k*bkXk-1)*(X/Y) 

Y/X 

Interaction Y=a+b*X+c*XZ b+c*Z (b+c*Z)*(X/Y) Y/X 
Logistic Ln(Y/(1-Y))=a+b*X b*Y*(1-Y) b*(1-Y)*X Y/X 

Slope (Marginal Propensity) = dY/dX,  
Elasticity = (dY/dX) * (X/Y),  
Ave. (Average Propensity) = Y/X 
 

3. Regression Analysis 
3.1 Fitness of Equation by Regression Analysis 

 1) R         R-Square, 0   Explained variance / Total variance   1,  
              (The larger the better) 
 2) AR        Adjusted R-Square, AR   1, (The larger the better) 
 3) SD  SD = ( e2 /(n-k))1/2,  

e = Residual, n = Sample size, k = No. of independent variables 
 4) DW  Durbin Watson Statistics, 1 < DW < 3 
              DW = 2  : No serial correlation 
  DW   0  : Positive correlation 
  DW   4  : Negative correlation 
 5) Dh        Durbin h Statistics with lag,   Dh     2 
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 6) t-value   t     2  : Significant 
  2     t     1 : Admissible to use 
    t     1  : Insignificant 
 7) Rho       Coefficient of serial correlation,   Rho     1 
 8) DF        Degree of Freedom, DF > 1 (The lager the better) 
 9) F         F-Statistics, F > 0 (The larger the better) 
10) RSS       Residual Sum of Square, RSS > 0 (The smaller the better) 
11) YX        Correlation Coefficient between Y and X’s,   YX     1 
12) XX       Correlation Coefficient between X’s,   XX     0.95 

 
 

3.2 Dummy Valuables 
 

1) To neglect abnormal value of designated years 
Y = a + b*X + c*dum.1991 (observation year 1978-1998) 
In 1991, dummy = 1, Y = (a + c) + b*X 
Others,  dummy = 0, Y = a + b*X 

2) To consider structure change of demand function 
Y = a + b*X + c*dum.1978..1988 + d* dum.1978..1988 *X  
(observation year 1978-1998) 
1978-1988, dummy = 1, Y = (a + c) + (b + d)*X 

 1988-1998, dummy = 0, Y = a + b*X 
        Y 
 
                Y = a + b*X 
          Y = (a + c) + (b + d)*X 
 
 
 
 
 
          Year 
      1978     1988         1998 
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4. Elasticity and Intensity 
Various energy indicators are usually used for energy demand forecasting and supply analysis.  

Typically, two indicators, that is, elasticity and intensity, help us easily understand the 
relationship between energy and economy. 
 

4.1 Energy Demand Elasticity 
Typical energy demand function is determined by income and price as same as other 

commodities in general.  Therefore Demand (D) is function of Income (I) and Price (P). 
 D = f (I, P) 
 D = a ·Ib· Pc 
Taking logarithm of both sides, 
 Ln (D) = a + b·Ln (I) + c·Ln (P) 
And by partial differentiation, 
 dD/D = b·(dI/I) + c·(dP/P) 
Where, coefficient b and c mean income elasticity and price elasticity respectively. 
 b = (dD/D) / (dI/I), c = (dD/D) / (dP/P) 
In order to understand easily, taking assumption that price index (P) is nearly constant, 
 D = a ·Ib , Ln (D) = a + b·Ln (I) 
Taking differentiation, 
 dD/D = b·(dI/I) 
 b = (dD/D) / (dI/I) = ((D(t)-D(t-1)) / D(t-1)) / ((I(t)-I(t-1)) / I(t-1)) 
 

In this case, the above elasticity is called “gross elasticity” because price is not taken into 
consideration.  In reality, energy demand is not determined by income alone, but depends also 
on price fluctuations and technological innovations.  Nevertheless, this value is generally used 
because of long-term stability and its easiness in calculating, which is defined as coefficient b 
of above equation.  If we use GDP as an income index, energy elasticity with respect to GDP 
is also defined as the ratio of growth rate (%) of energy consumption to that (%) of GDP. 
 
Definition 
 e = (dE/E) / (dGDP/GDP) = Growth rate of Energy (%) / Growth rate of GDP (%) 

 where,    e = elasticity with respect GDP 
  E = energy demand 

  GDP = Gross Domestic Product 
 

4.2 General Description of Functional Forms and Elasticity 
Definition of Elasticity (e) 
 Y = f(X) 
 e = (dY/Y) / (dX/X) = (dY/dX) * (X/Y) 
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1) Y = a + b·X 
 dY/dX = b 
 e = (dY/dX) · (X/Y) = b·(X/Y), 
 e(elasticity) is an increase function of X/Y (share of X with respect to Y) 
 

  Y-axis 
      Y = a + b*X 
                              Elasticity e = b*(X/Y) 
                  Tangential gradient  b = Tangential gradient 
      Y/X = Secant gradient 
       (e = increased function of X/Y) 
      Secant gradient 
                              X-axis 

 
2) LogY = a + b·LogX 

 dY/Y = b·(dX/X),  
 e = (dY/dX) · (X/Y) = b 
 b : elasticity 

  LogY 
      LogY = a + b*LogX 
 
      Elasticity e = b (constant) 
      b =Tangential gradient 
        Y/X = Secant gradient 
 
      LogX 

 
3) LogY = a + b·X 
 dY/Y = b·dX, 
 e = (dY/dX) · (X/Y) = b·Y·(X/Y) = b·X 
 e is an increase function of X 
 
4) Y= a + b·logX 
 dY = b·(dX/X), 
 e = (dY/dX) · (X/Y) = b·(1/X) ·(X/Y) = b/Y 
 e is a decrease function of Y 
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5) LogY = a + b·LogX + c· Z·LogX 
 dY/Y = b·(dX/X) + c·Z·(dX/X) = (b + c·Z) ·(dX/X), 
 e = (dY/dX) ·(X/Y) = b + c·Z 
 
6) Long-term elasticity and Short-term elasticity (Functional Foam with lag) 
 
6.1) Y = a + b*X + c*Y(-1) 

In long term, Y = Y(-1), assumption in equilibrium condition 
(1-c)*Y = a + b*X 
Y = a/(1-c) + b/(1-c)*X 

 
6.2) LogY = a + b*LogX + c*logY(-1) 

In long term, Y = Y(-1), assumption in equilibrium condition 
LogY = a/(1-c) + b/(1-c)*LogX 

 
Boundary condition c = 0, LogY = a + b*LogX 
b = Short-term elasticity,  b/(1-c) = Long-term elasticity 
1-c = Time adjustment term, 0<c<1 

 
6.3) LogY = a + b*LogX1 + c*logX2 + d*logY(-1) 

Same above 
b and c = Short-term elasticity,   
b/(1-d) and c/(1-d) = Long-term elasticity 
1-d = Time adjustment term, 0<d<1  

 
Long-term elasticity    b = b / (1-d),  c = c / (1-d) 
Short-term elasticity            b and c 
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4.3 Energy Demand Intensity 
Energy intensity is useful for international comparisons and for observing the status of energy 

conservation.  Although the indicator was originally used for engineering, if the reciprocal is 
taken, energy consumption/GDP can be interpreted to indicate macro energy productivity.  
Energy intensity is broadly used, for example, to show per GDP energy intensity (taking GDP 
as the denominator) and to show per capita energy intensity (taking population as the 
denominator).  By using various indicators as the denominator, we can introduce various 
energy intensities for model building. 
 
1) Industrial sector 
  Intensity (i, j) = amount of energy consumption (i, j) / amount of production (i, j)  
   Where: i = type of business.   
  j = energy source (fuels and electricity)  
 
2) Residential and commercial sector 
  Intensity (j) = amount of energy consumption (j) / household (residential)  
  Intensity (j) = amount of energy consumption (j) / floor space (commercial)  
   Where: j = energy source (fuels and electricity)  
 
3) Transportation sector  
  Intensity (passenger) = amount of energy consumption (j) / person-km  
  Intensity (freight) = amount of energy consumption (j) / ton-km  
   Where: j = energy source (fuels and electricity)  
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